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Our theme for sharing photos at the March meeting is the range of light we see in winter. As I typed the
caption for the page, I caught myself trying to enter Winter Lite, only to be reminded that this winter
has not been on the "lite" side. Not at all. It's been cloudy, windy, snowy and cold. But there have been
a few days when the sky was clear, and the low angle of the winter sun makes for warm colors. On
today, February 12, the sun is only 34° above the south horizon at noon. I have been sitting in a blind
for 2 hour stretches. It's been a test of various hand coverings. Best: Glove Mitts with a liner glove
inside. Snip off the tip of the right index finger on the liner glove. Put a hand warmer between the
back of the right hand and the liner. Not all Thinsulate is good. Some is too thin. No insulated gloves
had worked well. For feet, felt pacs are best, but insulated Muck Boots are also very good.
On page 2 begin some highlights from our sharing images on the theme of warmth. One expects some
images of a warm fireplace, however there were certainly unexpected spins on the theme too. That is
to be expected from a group of creative minds.
Ending the newsletter are two short pieces. First is an essay on what questions to ask about a
photographer's image, and what not to bother asking. This might be taken as provocative. That is not
the intent. As we gain control of tools, there are better questions to ask of ourselves as we create an
image. And, by the way, it is still okay to ask basic questions although I must admit I'd be challenged to
recall the aperture or ISO I used for an image.
Finally, at Brian's request, I have shared a Lightroom edit that addressed some issues with a photo he
shared at the February meeting.
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using Zoom. See email for details.
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Text fill: Image by C. Stirling-Engman

Brian Chabot led off our sharing with a photo that
clearly makes a statement on what means warmth to
his spouse, Kathy. It certainly is an attention getter.
The huge coyote ruff on her treasured winter parka
makes the photo! Trust the Canadians to create the
ultimate winter parka.

Jim Lassoie presented the three steps in his image of
stacked firewood. As is often true with his images, the
color version is documentation, and then he goes to
work to transform it into revelation about times past.
Recalling century old black and white images made
from degraded negatives using crude lenses, he creates
some memory of how we warmed out homes. See
below:
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Gretel Pelto introduced the idea of warmth being the warm
light balanced against the cold light of approaching night. It's
a good subject for a photo. Anyone who has gone out to
photograph in the snow pack has experienced how the snow
creates a uniform background. This can be good, or not. The
busy-ness of the leaf litter and other ground debris is gone.
That reveals the design of the graphic elements strongly. For
Gretel, there were some elements that are distracting,
namely the horizontal branch in the middle ground (that
cannot be avoided) and a distant tree that seems to grow out
of the upper right corner of the lamp house. The latter might
have been corrected by a small move to the right. Without
the snow, these elements would have blended with the
ground clutter. This is, of course, after-the-fact and does not
detract from Gretel's vision.

Ken Hill went from warm to HOT ! It's a brass
casting foundry . In the dead of winter, this
would still swamp any sense of cold. Look at
how the eye travels through the elements. It is
a closed loop with no idle elements.
Having worked in hot glass, forge and foundry
over my career, this really captures the intense
focus necessary to work safely. The appropriate
motto is "hammer and tongs" meaning total
attention. The Editor
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Gilbert Hammer shared a wonderful image of a singer he met in the Turks and Caicos. The image offers
a clear message of the moment. The rich reds and greens capture your attention and exploring the
setting speaks of a warm evening, palm trees and ocean breezes. The flowing curtains capture a warm
light from the setting sun. Don't we all want to go right now?

Bob Horn offered a cozy setting with a Goldfinch snugly cradled in the snowy branches of a pine tree.
He's all fluffed out to stay warm. Great composition, sharp focus on the eye and a non-completing
background all make for a fine presentation.
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Eugene Kolomatsky captured two elements of warmth, representing both physical and emotion
warmth. Such is a warm day at the beach and the joy of family together. The happy child captures our
immediate attention. Another strong point is how the elements avoid overlapping one another. Just a
little movement right or left, and the child would have merged with other objects. Excellent.

Kathleen Rasmussen warmed us with a summer scene featuring a blooming water lotus flower. It's a
pretty accurate split complementary with the hot pink opposed by yellow and green. Nice.
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Nancy Ridenour continued the idea of
highlighting warm places during our
winter. The group discussion about the
image highlighted how important the
grasses at the lower part of the frame
were to the overall effect. They anchor
the foreground to the palm fronds.
That's a good lesson to remember.

Paul Schmitt shared a photo with the message that a
good source of warmth on a winter day is a trip over
the deep snow on snow shoes. To create this photo, he
linked his Canon EOS R camera to his phone using the
Canon Connect app. With the camera on a tripod and
aimed at the framing seen at left, Paul looped around
the right side; once he was walking toward the camera,
he triggered the camera via the cell phone screen. One
viewer commented on the choice of red to grab the
viewer's attention.
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Connie Stirling-Engman created a
photo with a clear message about
the feelings of watching the
woodstove's flames while sharing
some wine with someone special.
(This also provided the fill for the
title at the top of page 2. ) Members
recognized that the dancing flames
don't need to be in sharp focus. We
get the idea with the crystal clear
wine glasses. And, we don't need to
see the surrounding areas as
anything but black. It's a romantic
evening, right?

Connie was not alone in thinking
about this.

Don Tennant perhaps envisioned the fireside as a time of contemplation with a glass of really precious
Scottish dew. He correctly noted that the glass must be in sharp focus, and the whiskey label was
adequately sharp to let the viewer know that the spirit was exceptional. Both are done nicely.
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Anne Thompson joined in with us from British Columbia with a grand landscape viewed from her home
on a small island adjacent to Vancouver Island. The winter colors are subdued and the corpuscular sun
rays add a striking accent. There is just a lot to like here. Snow in the foreground, a shimmering sea, a
well-placed rocky islet and somber winter light. Eye candy. This could lead to scenery envy.

Members offered a wide range of images that can plant a lot of creative ideas. This recalls a book, Steal
Like an Artist by Austin Kleon. It is subtitled Ten Things Nobody Told You About Being Creative. The
idea of the book is that nothing is completely original, so embrace the influence of what you see others
creating. Remix what you see from them and create your own style.
While the theme of warmth seemed to some to be counter to the dead of winter, it did offer the sort of
challenge that brings about fresh ideas and risk taking. A note of appreciation to those rising to the
task. There are some good ideas to "steal".
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Ask the Better Questions by Paul Schmitt
This is just personal opinion in part from thinking about the changes that digital technology has brought
to photography. I no longer carry a little notebook to record aperture, shutter, focal length and film
ISO. It is now recorded for each image. I no longer wait ten days to get my slides returned and then
compare my notes on the settings to compare with which images were best. That's all gone. Now I get
histograms and viewfinder images reflecting the real DOF. Learning is much faster now, and very quickly
we can learn how those camera settings work. It's time to stop asking those questions of others.
There are better questions. Consider in the images shared last month that a good question was "what
was this image's message?" Most were very clear. That's good. Here are a few possible things to ask:
How could unnecessary items be minimized?
Are there areas in the image that contribute nothing? If so, why keep them?
Are the important parts in focus? First on the list are eyes.
Would a different mix of focal length and subject distance balance subject and background
better?
Where does the viewer begin exploring the image? Is it as intended?
Is there a better time of day (or night) for the image? …. or a better weather condition?
Does anything pull the viewer out of the image? Maybe it should not.
Would shifting your location improve the image? .. higher or lower from the ground?
Are the lines in the image working for the viewer? Can you visualize the eye path?
Is the role of color working? Would the composition be stronger in monochromatic?
Is the animal's head position looking toward the viewer? Never away!
Does the resulting photo match your vision of the scene when you made the image?
If there are several objects, is their spatial relationship strong?

Questions like aperture and shutter speed are, to my mind, unhelpful. It's better to be reviewing the
image immediately with attention to its ability to speak to the viewer.
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A Post-Processing Idea

by Paul Schmitt

Brian Chabot shared this image at the meeting. These are candle holders shaped to resemble snow
balls. It attracted a lot of discussion including concerns about the background. One idea was that the
the linear forms in the background detracted from the image. One suggestion was to shoot it -- again I
guess -- with black velvet and perhaps a shiny material under the holders. Of course, that is a remake.

An idea came to me for using the gradient filter tool in Lightroom to lessen the effect of the background.
Brian liked the idea and noted it was something he had not considered. He asked me to share it.

Note the angled nature of the
background features as seen at left. I
am going to apply a gradient filter from
the dashed line upward. The filter will
transition from zero to 100%
desaturation. So initially there will be no
color in the upper portion. That will be
temporary for the snow balls.
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Applying the
gradient, one
sees that all
color is missing
above the
gradient zone.
But wait, the
colors on the
tops of the
snow balls is
gone. No
problem. The
gradient filter is
a mask, and
any portion of a
mask can be
erased with the
brush tool.

At right is the control panel for the gradient filter. Circled in blue are the
brush selection icon and the erase activation. I have also activated the
Auto Mask option. That will detect edges around the features I want
remove from the mask. The plan is to erase the mask on any portion of
all three snow balls. It's a matter of positioning the brush and holding
down the left mouse button. Let's give it a go .
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There you have a reasonable lessening of the background. The lamps appear to stand out more
forcefully.
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